BAR MENU
KEVIN’S BEER PICKS IN CANS | BOTTLES
Town & Country Blonde Ale
8
5.5% abv | 473 ml can | Dominion City Brewing Company, Ottawa
Easy-Drinking, refreshing and well-balanced. Light citrus hoppy notes balance out a subtle
malty sweetness. Tasting Notes: Clean, crisp, and refreshing.
Sunsplit IPA
8
6.8% abv | 473 ml can | Dominion City Brewing Company, Ottawa
Medium bodied with bold, hoppy, tropical, and herbal notes, balanced bitterness, and a rich
malt body. Tasting Notes: Soft, juicy, and tropical
Circling the Sun Cider
8
5% abv | 473 ml can | Collective Arts Brewing, Toronto
We start with Local Press cider and blend in fresh Montmorency cherry juice from the
Niagara escarpment. The final product is bright and colourful with a tart fruity pallet and a
rich sharp nose. Like a sweet cherry pie without the buttery crust, this cider is a sweet
indulgence in a glass.
Local Original Lager
8
5% abv | 473 ml can | Local, Ottawa
A cold, clean lager for everyone to enjoy. We wanted to make a smooth tasting, easy drinking
beer!
Jelly King Dry Hopped Sour
10
5.6% abv | 500 ml bottle | Bellwoods Brewery, Toronto
Rather than choosing between sour or hoppy, we decided to create a beer that would be
both at the same time. Showcasing the aromatic benefits of a generous dry hop (Citra,
Amarillo, and Cascade), harnessing the pleasing acidity of lactic acid producing bacteria (we
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use a house blend), and coming to a bottle near you without a pesky 2 year slumber in oak,
Jelly King is the fermented embodiment of having your cake and eating it too.
What it smells like, what it tastes like, what it looks like: An everyday, juicy, drinkable sour
with punchy hop aromatics and fruity foundational flavours. Low bitterness, light body, and
pale yellow in colour, with notes of fuzzy peach, tangerine, and cedar.
Bellweiser Pilsner
8
4.8% abv | 473 ml can | Bellwoods Brewery, Toronto
Bellweiser is our take on an ‘old world’ pilsner, showcasing a pale malt body, firm bitter
backbone, and noble-esque hops. The dry-hop on this one is almost non-existent to make
room for lots of yeast-derived aromatics, and the resulting beer crosses off all the 'crisp',
'clean', and "refreshing" boxes you need it to.
What it smells and tastes like: Brewed with a neutral yeast, allowing the subtle interplay of
hops and malt to shine through. Light floral aromatics, soft bitterness in the finish, easy to
drink.
STEPHANIE’S WINE PICKS BY THE GLASS | BOTTLE
La Tunella - Pinot grigio
11 | 48
2016, 13% abv, Friuli-Venezia-Giulia, Italy
Medium bodied and crisp, a fruity nose with intense bouquet of acacia blossom, banana and
ripe tropical fruits, the palate confirms this with subtle yeasty notes.
*Pairs well with antipasti, ham, fish, white meat, also as an aperitif.
Beaumont - Chenin Blanc
10 | 42
2019, 13% abv, Beaumont, Walker Bay
Green melon, apple, and delicate apricot blossom aromas on the nose. The palate has fresh
green apple, pineapple flavours with a hint of wood spice. Crisp yet well balanced, acidity
keeps the wine fresh tasting.
*Someone who asks for Sauvignon Blanc would like this!
Sancerre - Sauvignon Blanc
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56

2017, 13% abv, Domaine de la Villaudière, Loire, France
Medium bodied and dry, this Sauvignon Blanc is crisp, and fruity (pineapple, passionfruit). It
is well balanced, and has long lasting acidity, revealing a lovely minerality.
*Pairs well with freshwater fish, goat cheese, roasted chicken and herbs.
Raimat – Rosada
9 | 35
Costers del Segre, Spain
Dry, light to medium bodied rose. Supple aromas with nose of strawberry, grapefruit & touch
of aniseed. Strawberry & raspberry on the palate
Nua Brut – Prosecco
8 | 32
12% abv, Veneto, Italy
Light bodied and dry, a blend of Glera (prosecco grape) and Pinot Noir which gives this brut
suggestive red fruit notes. This sparkling wine shows vibrant red apples, ripe
citrus, honey and hazelnuts with a hint of toasty brioche.
*Pairs well with fish dishes or hard cheese or served great as aperitif.
Racine - Pinot Noir
10 | 43
Limoux, France
Dry, medium bodied. Intense nose of red berries and boiled candy. The palate is med bodied
with generous red berries, black licorice, and some cake spice. Tannins are very soft with
good acidity – well suited for any dish!
La Quercia - Montepulciano
10 | 43
2015, 13.5%, Abruzzo, Italy
Full bodied, smooth, and packed with notes of blackberry, wild cherry, chocolate and spice.
This is a flavourful and versatile wine that will pair with just about anything.
Sangiovese – Chianti Colli Senesi
2013, Le Rote, Toscana, Italy
Medium body, high acidity. Notes of cherry.
*Pairs with pasta, red meats and spicy food
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10 | 42

Dolcettod’Alba, Fenocchio, Piemonte, Italy
52
Medium bodied. Scent is fresh and pleasantly fruity, taste is dry and pleasantly bitter with a
good balanced body
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